Structural organization of the sperm chromatin in a fern (Scolopendrium vulgare) studied by spreading methods.
To investigate chromatin organization, we applied the spreading techniques to nuclei isolated from Scolopendrium spermatozoids. Well-dispersed chromatin shows three types of fibers: beaded fibers corresponding to a nucleosomal filament with adjacent nucleosomes in close contact, smooth fibers (14 nm in diameter) associated in a complex network, and knobby fibers constituted by local supercoiling of a very thin (4 nm) smooth filament. Along the knobby fibers, beads of variable size are irregularly spaced. The knobby fibers lie parallel and coalesce in thick bundles. The sperms basic proteins identified by electrophoretic analysis probably promote the supercoiling and the side-to-side attachment of the knobby fibers, which are all the more abundant in spread preparations. These results indicate that knobby fibers are probably located in the outer part of the sperm nucleus in which the chromatin is densely packed. As for the nucleosomal and smooth filaments, they may be situated in the inner part.